Quality Customer Service Since 1970

Heating • Cooling • Plumbing
For nearly 50 years, the community has trusted Ressler & Mateer
to keep their homes and businesses comfortable during all seasons, and to
provide solid careers and opportunities for advancement among employees.
Ressler & Mateer remains a family-owned and operated business, with Jim, Dave,
and Rusty Ressler assuming leadership of the ever-growing company to meet the
region’s expanding heating, cooling, and plumbing needs.
From your very ﬁrst phone call to your follow-up appointments with the company’s
expert technicians, you’re considered a part of the Ressler & Mateer family. Our
comprehensive capabilities include full installation and service for HVAC and
plumbing systems, bathroom remodeling, and commercial facilities solutions.
A primary focus on complete customer satisfaction allows the business to
stake its reputation on a job well done and a happy client—no matter the size
of the job. Positive feedback from raving fans about the excellent workforce
employed at the company is Ressler & Mateer’s proudest achievement and
greatest compliment.

The 40+ “family members” employed by
Ressler & Mateer, and their commitment
to each customer, is the primary reason
for the business’s success. A dedication
to customer service, responsibility, quality
products, and outstanding work is a
characteristic of each team member.
When your family joins the Ressler &
Mateer family, you can rest assured in
the promise of complete indoor comfort
at the hands of leading professionals.
From Carrier to ClimateMaster, Moen to Mitsubishi, only the ﬁnest products are
considered for total home luxury and relaxation.
Jim, Dave, and Rusty, would love to thank our customers and employees for making
our work both successful and satisfying. We value everything you’ve done and
continue to do to make our company what it is today.
Business hours are Monday through Friday,
7:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. You can reach
Ressler & Mateer by phone at
(717) 859-2025 or contact them
online at www.resslermateer.com.

24-Hour Service
7 Days a Week

